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Competitive analysis is concerned with minimizing a relative measure of performance
When applied to nancial trading strategies competitive analysis leads to the development of
strategies with minimum relative performance risk This approach is too inexible Many investors
are interested in managing their risk they may be willing to increase their risk for some form of
reward They may also have some forecast of the future
We propose to extend competitive analysis to provide a framework in which investors
may develop trading strategies based on their risk tolerance and forecast We introduce a new
nonstochastic measure of the risk of an online algorithm and a reward metric that is in the spirit
of competitive analysis We then show how investors can select a strategy that maximizes their
reward should their forecast be correct whilst still respecting their risk tolerance
Keywords Adaptive trading strategies Competitive analysis Finacial trading strategies Fore
cast Online algorithms Reward Risk
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The fundamental problem in investing is the lack of knowledge of future events One method
to make up for the lack of this knowledge is to model future events using a stochastic model
Analysis of historical data usually provides estimates for the parameters of the model Investment
decisions are then based on properties that can be calculated from the model  Often the most
important goal is maximizing the expected return but in many situations properties such as
the variance of the return or the probability of ruin are also considered For investors who feel
that stochastic models are appropriate especially using normal or lognormal distributions as the
underlying model useful trading strategies can be developed However there are drawbacks to
this traditional approach that can limit its applicability
  Finding a model that approximates the behaviour of future events is hard
  The best models are usually too complex to analyze for arbitrary probability distributions
and consequently most analysis of these problems assume that the events follow a common
probability distribution
A dierent method of dealing with the lack of knowledge of future events is to move from
an absolute measure of performance to a relative one     	 Our setting is based on
an approach suggested by ElYaniv et al  in which competitive analysis is used to study the
performance of nancial trading strategies without relying on stochastic assumptions Competitive
analysis is a technique that has been developed and used in computer science research in which
the performance of a strategy is measured relative to some benchmark strategy This benchmark
strategy is usually a theoretical omniscient strategy that has full knowledge of future events
Competitive analysis seeks to minimize the ratio of the performance of the benchmark strategy
versus the performance of the trading strategy This ratio is called the competitive ratio of the
algorithm
Another key issue for investors is risk  In most cases investors do not seek to minimize
risk but to manage it Work has been done on quantifying risk  and on beneting from
increasing risk 	 On the other hand most analysis in computer science focuses on worst case
performance In eect most analysis put forth by computer scientists is risk averse Competitive
analysis is no dierent it analyzes the worst case performance of an algorithm The measure is
just one of relative performance rather than absolute performance This leads us to the central
contribution of our work we develop a riskreward framework in which strategies can be analyzed
in terms of their riskiness and the potential benets reward for using them
The motivation for and major application of our work is the development of exible
trading strategies
  We begin by proposing a new measure of the risk of a trading strategy We dene the
risk of an online algorithm to be the ratio of the competitive ratio of the algorithm to the
optimal competitive ratio This risk measure breaks with the more prevalent measures that
depend on stochastic assumptions and is more in in keeping with the competitive analysis
paradigm
  We next introduce the notion of a forecast  what the investor anticipates the market will
do in the future Again we depart from making stochastic assumptions and investigate
the type of forecasts that certain investors make These forecasts only provide partial
information about what may happen such as the price will increase by  at some point
in the next  days
  The last piece of the framework is the specication of a reward function The rst step is
to dene the restricted ratio of a strategy the competitive ratio of the strategy restricted
to the class of inputs in which the forecast comes true Our reward is then the ratio of the
optimal competitive ratio to the restricted ratio a measure of how much better the strategy
does should the forecast come true
Given this framework the investor species a maximum acceptable risk level a forecast of how he
thinks the market will behave and then develops an algorithm that maximizes the reward should
the forecast come true but which does not exceed the investors risk level for any scenario
The remainder of this proposal is organized as follows In Chapter  we briey review
competitive analysis and describe its application to the analysis of nancial trading strategies
In Chapter  we present some further analysis of previous work In Chapter  we develop the
riskreward framework that allows the investor some discretion over his risk exposure and use
a traditional online problem the skirental problem to highlight how such a concept can be
incorporated into traditional competitive analysis In Chapter  we use the riskreward framework
to analyze an online nancial trading strategy We conclude with Chapter 	 reviewing our




We begin this chapter with a brief review of competitive analysis The rest of the chapter is
devoted to previous work in competitive analysis that is relevant to our proposal
 Denitions and Concepts
An online algorithm is an algorithm that must make decisions as input becomes available without
the full knowledge of the future input Trading strategies are online algorithms since they make
trading decisions without knowing future prices
An oine algorithm is an algorithm that makes decisions with full knowledge of future
events A clairvoyant investor can devise an oine algorithm as she knows all future prices An
oine trading algorithm can always maximize the return of the investor
Competitive analysis is a method by which the performance of an online algorithm is
measured relative to the performance of the optimal oine algorithm  We now summarize
competitive analysis following  and  Let A be an algorithm that solves an optimization
problem For each such problem there is an associated performance function which measures the
quality of a solution for a given input Let perf
A
 denote the performance of algorithm A on
input  where  is an instance of the problem  ie    The performance perf   and
higher values indicate better performance If A is an online algorithm then A must produce
part of its output as it receives its input How the input and output are interleaved is problem
dependent We wish to analyze the performance of A when A is an online algorithm





yields little information This is because for most problems there are input sequences that cause
any algorithm whether online or oine to perform poorly sometimes arbitrarily poorly Since an
online algorithm can never perform better than the optimal oine algorithm in these situations
all that we can hope an online algorithm do is not perform too much worse than the optimal
oine algorithm
Let OPT denote the optimal oine algorithm Dene perf to be OPT  s performance






The competitive ratio r
A









It follows immediately from these denitions that the competitive ratio is always greater than or
equal to  The closer the competitive ratio is to  the better We wish to nd an algorithm with
















An online algorithm that achieves the optimal competitive ratio is called an optimal online al
gorithm We will denote such an algorithm by A
 
 There exist problems for which the optimal
competitive ratio is not nite or very large For such cases competitive analysis is of little value
The highest valued benet that must be sacriced because an investor chooses an invest
ment strategy is the opportunity cost of the choice  Opportunity cost is a well known measure
used to dierentiate between economic alternatives From a nancial standpoint the competitive
ratio of an algorithm is a measure of the opportunity cost of the algorithm since the return of
OPT is always the highest possible benet Hence the goal of traditional competitive analysis
can be regarded as nding the algorithm with the minimum opportunity cost
 Renements and Alternatives to Competitive Analysis
 The Cost of an Algorithm
There is a dual denition of competitive analysis were we measure not the performance of an
algorithm but its cost Let cost
A
 be the cost of the solution produced by algorithm A on
	input  where cost   and higher values indicate worse cost In this case we seek to minimize















Whether we use cost or performance depends on the nature of the problem For some problems
it is natural to use a performance measure such as the trading problem of Section  whilst
for other problems such as the skirental problem of Section  it is more natural to use a cost
measure
 The Hurwicz Criterion
A common criticism of the competitive ratio is that it is too pessimistic The Hurwicz Criterion 

as referred to in  is a weighted average of the pessimistic case minimizing the maximum
performance ratio or nature will always do its worst and the optimistic case minimizing the
minimum performance ratio or nature will always do its best Denote by R
A
the best case

















We would then like to nd the algorithm A
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The weight  is a measure of how we believe nature will behave At one end of the
scale  !  indicates complete optimisim that nature will do its best and therefore we wish to
minimize the best case competitive ratio At the other end of the scale  !  indicates complete
pessimism and so the problem reduces to the competitve analysis approach of minimizing the
worst case competitive ratio Notice that the weight  is in some sense a general forecast of the
future behaviour of the adversary
 Competitive Analysis of Financial Trading Strategies
In  ElYaniv et al apply competitive analysis to the problem of trading nancial instruments
We now briey summarize their major results They begin with the unidirectional conversion
problem in which an online investor wants to convert a xed amount of dollars to yen over a
xed period of time Each day the online investor is oered a new exchange rate and he must
decide how many dollars he wishes to convert to yen at that exchange rate The measure of the
performance of an algorithm is the number of yen obtained by the algorithm at the end of the
last trading period In the bidirectional problem the investor may trade dollars for yen and yen




Our formulation of the unidirectional trading problem is slightly more general than in  which
simplies the analysis Consider an online investor who starts with d

US dollars all of which
he wishes to convert to Japanese yen according to the following rules
 There are n trading periods T
i
 where i !      n
 In each trading period T
i
 the investor is oered an exchange rate e
i
at which he may
exchange dollars for yen
 In period T
i
















The optimal oine algorithm is to convert all the dollars at the maximum exchange rate






then the maximum exchange rate is U
n
 and so the online



























In  ElYaniv et al show that if the exchange rate and the number of trading periods
is unbounded then the optimal competitive ratio is unbounded In the following Lemma we
generalize this result





Return is the amount expressed as a percentage earned on the investors original amount of money
Proof Consider any online algorithm A There are two cases
  There is an exchange rate sequence he

     e
n 









































































 n as e
n

  There is a trading period T
j
and an exchange rate sequence he

     e
j
i such that i !




































































































Corollary  The optimal competitive ratio for the unidirectional conversion problem with un










Notice that the optimal online algorithm is what is called a dollar cost averaging strategy
Lemma  means that the general unidirectional trading problem is not interesting be
cause reasonably low competitive ratios are not possible To continue we need to make some

assumptions about the exchange rate One of the scenarios that ElYaniv et al  consider is
that the exchange rate is bounded m  e
i
 M  for i !      n and that the online investor
knows the bounds mM  Will will adopt this assumption This gives us the added constraint
 im  e
i
M
 An Optimal Online Algorithm
ElYaniv et al  show that when the exchange rate is bounded there exists a nite optimal
competitive ratio and present an optimal online algorithm In this section we will present this




is the amount of dollars that a trading strategy A will have at the end of trading period
T
i
 All strategies start with an amount d




































is the maximum exchange rate oered in the periods T

     T
i










show how to calculate r
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that is bounded by m and M  then
trading by the following rules will achieve a competitive ratio of r
 
versus the optimal oine
strategy





 When executing a trade only trade enough to guarantee a competitive ratio of r
 
would
be obtained should the exchange rate drop to m and remain there for the remainder of the


































This strategy seeks to eliminate any risk of falling too far behind the optimal oine algo
rithm ElYaniv et al call such a strategy a threat based strategy  In the riskreward framework

that we will develop the term minimumrisk is more appropriate and that is what we will use
The minimumrisk strategy will be our benchmark strategy against which we will compare the
performance of other strategies
 The Optimal Competitive Ratio
ElYaniv et al show that r
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In Section  we give a further analysis of the optimal competitive ratio r
 
 including a table of r
 
for various values of mM and n
 Worst Case Exchange Rate Sequence
The adversary can guarantee that TS s competitive ratio is r
 
by forcing the exchange rate to
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n


































In Appendix A we derive a closed form solution for the worst case exchange rate sequence E

 Nonoptimal Adversary and an Adaptive Strategy
Our analysis in Appendix A shows that there is only one exchange rate sequence that causes
the minimum achievable competitive ratio to be r
 
 Therefore in general we expect exchange





starting a new game recomputing the new minimum achievable competitive ratio and running
TS with the new parameters
 Other Trading Scenarios
We now describe some of the other trading scenarios considered in  and 
 Bidirectional Trading
In the bidirectional trading problem the investor may convert dollars to yen and yen to dollars
For this problem the performance of the algorithm is its return which will be the same regardless
of which currency it is measured in The investor wants to minimize his competitive ratio El
Yaniv et al show that if the number of local maxima and minima in the exchange rate sequence
is unbounded then the competitive ratio is not nite If the number of maxima and minima










 Trading with Options
The paper  also considers the case of trading call options A trader starts with d

dollars and















dollars givng the trader the right but not the obligation
to convert s
i






yen The securities that the option allows the investor
to trade are called the underlying in this case the yen and the price at which one may buy these
securities are called the strike or exercise price in this case x
i
 Trading Strategy  is also the
optimal online algorithm for this problem
 Trading Against a Statistical Adversary
In  Chou et al recognize the deciency of looking only at the worst case scenario generated by a
powerful adversary They attempt to remedy this situation by introducing Ragahavan s statistical

adversary  A statistical adversary is one who must generate exchange rates satifying a certain
statistical property eg one could pick an adversary who is constrained to generating a sequence
that has a given mean In essence the statistical restrictions on the adversary amounts to what
we call a forecast
Chou et al study the bidirectional problem against a statistical adversary The statistical
adversary is forced to generate a sequence of exchange rate of length n such that the optimal oine
algorithm can make a return that is greater than a known amount # They prove that the return
of the optimal online algorithm R is bounded by











Further Analysis of the
Unidirectional Problem
In this section we extend the analysis of the unidirectional problem in an attempt to get some
additional insight into the results
 The Worst Case Exchange Rate Sequence
Our analysis of TS in Appendix A leads to a closed form solution for the worst case exchange
rate sequence E ! he
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In Figure  we plot the worst case exchange rate for the bounds m ! M !  and the
number of trading periods is n ! 
 The Optimal Competitive Ratio r
	
In this section we study the form of the optimal competitive ratio which ElYaniv et al show
to be the solution to Equation  In particular we are interested in how good the optimal
competitive ratio really is We begin by presenting in Table  some numerical values of r
 
for

























Figure  A plot of the worst case exchange rate for the n   period unidirectional trading problem
with bounds m  M   In this case the optimal competitive ratio is r
 
 	
yen per dollar The last column is the amount of yen that TS makes expressed as a percentage
of the amount of yen that the optimal oine algorithm achieves
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Table  Some values of the optimal competitive ratio r
 
computed by numerically solving Equations 
and  The last column gives the minimum amount of yen that TS makes as a percentage of the amount
of yen that OPT makes
The simulation results indicate that TS does quite well in the unidirectional problem
but is this because the problem is easy We now study this question in detail In particular we
compare r
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Lemma  If the number of trading periods is n   then the worst achievable competitive ratio












since any online algorithm must make at least md

yen and no oine algorithm
can ever make more than Md











! m and e
i
!M for   i  n  











 This expression will always lie in the range   and the smaller it is the better the relative
performance of the optimal algorithm compared to the performance of the worst algorithm We
then have
Theorem  If the number of trading periods is n   then for the unidirectional trading problem





































evaluated when n ! 
Proof The optimal competitive ratio r
 
is nondecreasing in n since increasing n allows the
adversary to choose from a larger number of exchange rates The worst competitive ratio r

is
independent of n Therefore we only need to consider the two cases n !  and n   When
n !  Equation  is a quadratic polynomial in r
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If m 	!M then r
 
n











which completes the proof  
There are a number of interesting consequences of this theorem We will look at the case
n  	 which we belive is a conservative bound on the number of periods that an investor will




many nancial securities are not allowed to change in price by more than a set amount each day
because of linits enforced by some governing bodies and exchanges





























































  Therefore the left hand inequality of Theorem  lies in the range  

























This means that using this measure the optimal algorithm outperforms the worst algorithm
only by a factor in the range 	 for reasonable values of
M
m
 This is surprisingly little
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computed numerically The last column gives the minimum
amount of yen that an algorithm with the worst competitive ratio makes as a percentage of the amount
of yen that OPT makes







for the same values of mM and n as in Table  We
also provide the minimum amount of yen that both the optimal online algorithm and the worst

possible algorithm make as a percentage of the amount of yen that OPT makes The consequences
of Theorem  are clearly shown in Table  Comparing the results for the scenarios that fall
within our previously discussed sensible bounds of
M
m
  n  	 we nd that the optimal
competitive ratio is not much better than the worst competitive ratio We will show in the next





In this chapter we introduce our central contribution As motivation we start with a discussion of
general risk concepts to motivate the riskreward paradigm which we base our work on We then
present our riskreward framework for competitive analysis dening the notions of risk reward
and forecasts We end the chapter with an analysis of a simple example online problem giving
both the traditonal analysis as well as one in our riskreward framework
 What is Risk	
In this section we give a brief introduction to the concepts perceptions measurement and man
agement of risk as discussed in 
 The Concise Oxford Dictionary 
 denes the noun risk
as hazard chance of bad consequences loss etc exposure to mischance and the Webster
s
Dictionary 
 denition is possibility of loss or injury These two denitions share two
characteristics
  risk involves some form of negative outcome
  risk does not necessarily involve the probability of outcomes
The rst characteristic is not shared by all people for some risk is a property of the uncertainty
of an outcome regardless of whether it is negative or positive The second characteristic is also
not universally agreed upon some denitions tie risk to the probability of the outcomes whilst
others see this as a measure and not a denition of risk
It is clear that the denition of risk as the uncertainty of an outcome is not the most
used denition however it is important to keep this variant in mind in subsequent sections The


denition we will follow is that of risk as the exposure to a chance of loss  There are three
components to this denition
  Magnitude of Loss There has to be a potential loss of some amount Notice that this
loss can be absolute or it could be an opportunity loss ie choosing a positive outcome at
the expense of a better outcome
  Chance of Loss There has to be some uncertainty of the loss being incurred a sure loss
is not a risk
  Exposure to Loss The decision maker must be able to have some control over either the
magnitude of or the exposure to the loss
MacCrimmon and Wehrung  introduce a basic risk paradigm as the basis for studying
risk In their model there are two actions a riskless action that leads to a certain outcome
and a risky action that leads to one of two outcomes one is a gain the other is a loss The
outcome that occurs for the risky action is uncertain For our purposes the action chosen is the
strategy selected when trading The outcome will be the competitive ratio achieved Conventional
competitive analysis does not give the investor a choice it simply selects the riskless outcome and
achieves the optimal competitive ratio We propose to extend this framework to allow the investor
to select a riskier strategy Figure  gives a schematic view of the riskreward framework
 The RiskReward Framework
In Section  we pointed out that the optimal online algorithm has minimum opportunity cost
As we discussed in Section  investors require more exibility when selecting a strategy than
simply minimizing their risk To add the exibility of risk management we rst introduce a
new measure of risk based on the competitive ratio In return for accepting an increased risk
investors demand a reward of some form Many investors also want to incorporate predictions
about the market into their strategy ie they provide a forecast In the next section we present
our riskreward framework which may be used by investors to select a strategy within their risk

















Figure  A schematic view of our risk
reward paradigm displayed in the manner of  If the investor
chooses not to accept any risk they use the optimal online algorithm and achieve the optimal competitive
ratio If the investor wishes to take on a specied amount of risk in some situations they will do better
than the optimal competitive ratio and in other situations they will do worse The key points are i that
the investor can specify through a forecast in which situations they will beat the optimal competitive
ratio and ii that they can limit how badly they perform when the forecast is not correct
 De	nitions
 Risk Reward and Forecasts







is the competitive ratio of A and r
 
is the optimal competitive ratio From the investor s
viewpoint this measure of risk is the maximum opportunity cost that algorithm A may incur over
the optimal online algorithm If t is the risk tolerance of the investor where t   and higher








the set of all algorithms that respect the investors risk tolerance
A forecast is assumed to be a subset of the problem instances Denote the forecast by
F 
  We now need to dene a measure of the reward for taking on any incremental risk over
the optimal trading strategy First dene r
A
to be the competitive ratio of A restricted to cases










Now we need to measure the reward of A as an improvement over the optimal online
algorithm We do this by dening the reward f
A








Then given a problem  a forecast F 














The Range of the Reward
The maximum possible reward is bounded by  and the optimal competitive ratio r
 
 as shown
in the following Lemma











is the optimal competitive ratio for the
problem 
Proof For the lower bound consider the optimal online algorithm which is risktolerant for all








!  For the upper bound notice that no algorithm can





 The Ski Rental Problem
In this section we will demonstrate the ideas that we have just introduced using a simple problem
which is often used to demonstrate concepts in the analysis of online algorithms In the ski rental
problem we wish to acquire equipment for skiing However since we do not know how many
times we will use this equipment we do not know if it is cheaper to rent or to buy Let a be the
rental price and b the buying price For simplicity assume that ajb and a b   Our measure
of the performance of an algorithm will be the reciprocal of the amount spent this is equivalent
to using the amount spent as the cost of the algorithm in the dual formulation of competitive
analysis in Section 
 Conventional Analysis
The optimal oine algorithm knows exactly how many times that we will ski and so will choose
to either rent or buy depending on which is cheaper If j is the actual number of times that we ski

OPT spends minja b and so perf !

minjab	
 The adversary can force any online algorithm to




  the optimal competitive ratio is at least  An algorithm that achieves
the lower bound of  is to rent for the rst j !
b
a
times and then buy the equipment
 Analysis within the RiskReward Framework
Consider the situation where we believe that we know whether we will ski more or less times than
b
a




times The other is if we guess that we ski more than
b
a
times We wish to use our
forecast in an attempt to improve our performance decrease our cost The analysis of these two
scenarios follows
Forecast  j 
b
a
In this case the original optimal online algorithm is the reward maximizing strategy for all
tolerance levels








Proof This algorithm is the optimal online algorithm and so is in I
t
for all t   The restricted
ratio is r !  since if the forecast comes true we never buy which is also what OPT does The
reward in this case is f ! r
 
!  By Lemma  this is the maximum reward  
Corollary  For the forecast j 
b
a
 the optimal restricted ratio is r !  and the optimal reward
is f ! 
Forecast  j 
b
a







as is shown in the following
theorem





















 t The optimal oine algorithm
when our forecast comes true is to buy immediately Therefore for the online algorithm which
buys after j times r !
jab
b




 t Since we know that j !
b
a














Corollary 	 For the forecast j 
b
a















  ! r
 





Notice that as t   the reward f
A
approaches the maximum reward of r
 
!  and for t ! 
the restricted ratio reduces to the optimal competitive ratio and so the reward is 

Chapter 
Unidirectional Trading in a
RiskReward Framework
We now analyze the unidirectional trading problem of Section  in our riskreward framework
We will consider a number of forecasts which may typically be made by investors For each forecast
our aim is to develop a risktolerant algorithm which maximizes the reward We conclude the
chapter with a section on how we propose to complete the analysis of the problem

 Trading Strategy 
The rst forecast that we consider will be that the exchange rate will increase to at least m"%
that is there exists an i such that   i  n and e
i





     e
n
i j i such that e
i
 m " %g F

!  is reserved to denote the null forecast and
for which TS is the optimal risktolerant online algorithm The investor will also have a risk
tolerance of t   Finally the investor will want to maximize his reward should his guess be
correct The optimal risktolerant algorithm for F
 
trades in two stages In the rst stage the
algorithm trades under the threat that the forecast is incorrect and converts enough dollars to
ensure a competitive ratio of tr
 
 The second stage begins when the forecast comes true The
algorithm rst computes the new minimum achievable competitive ratio r
 
which is also the
minimum achievable restricted ratio and which we show how to compute in Section  The
algorithm then trades so as to ensure that a competitive ratio of r
 
is achieved under the threat






















     e
n
i j i such that e
i
 m"%g trade according to the following rules
















dollars to yen ie whilst our forecast is not true
only trade as little as our tolerance will allow which is to keep a competitive ratio of at













which we show in




















 When the forecast rst comes true start a new game when executing a trade only trade
enough to guarantee a competitive ratio of r
 
would be obtained should the exchange rate




















































 Analysis of Trading Strategy 
Our analysis of TS to is similar to that of TS in Appendix A We begin by showing that TS is
the optimal risktolerant online algorithm In the later sections we compute s
 
i
 the amount spent
by TS in each period We then conclude by showing how to compute r
 
 the optimal restricted
ratio for step  of TS
Remark 	 By similar arguments made in Lemmas A and A we know that when analyzing













!    ! m for some k in n For all such exchange rates for which the
forecast F
 
is correct TS achieves the optimal competitive ratio r
 
as long as it does not run out
of dollars
	
 Proof of Optimality and RiskTolerance
We rst show that TS is risktolerant We begin by proving that the optimal restricted ratio
is less than the optimal competitive ratio We do this by constructing a risktolerant algorithm
that acquires more yen than TS but achieves a restricted ratio less than the optimal competitive
ratio
Lemma 	 The optimal restricted ratio for the unidirectional trading problem with a correct
forecast F
 






































for   i  n
































































































































































































































for   i  












































Proof There are two cases
  If the exchange rate is E   n F
 





  If the exchange rate is E  F
 










We next turn our attention to the optimality of TS We begin with two technical lemmas
that we will use to show that for any algorithm A that deviates from TS there exists an exchange
rate sequence that forces A to achieve a competitive ratio worse than r
 

Lemma 		 Consider the family of sequences x

     x
n
where m  x

     x
p
 M 
  m  M and x
p
!    ! x
n










  k ! minfijfx
i
 	! g and fx
k
  









































































 Consider the family of sequences x

     x
n
where m  x

     x
p
 M 
  m  M and x
p
!    ! x
n











  k ! minfijfx
i
 	! g and fx
k
  
















Base case Assume that jfijfx
i





































































Induction Assume that jfijfx
i
  gj   and let l ! minfiji  k and fx
i
 	! g





















 for i ! l
fx
i
































   then we are done by induction If gx
l
   then we are done
by Lemma   
Theorem 	 No online risktolerant algorithm for the unidirectional trading problem with fore
cast F
 
can achieve a restricted ratio less than that of TS
Proof Let A be an online risktolerant algorithm with forecast F
 
that deviates from TS
Consider an exchange rate sequence E ! he

     e
n










































Corollary 	 For the unidirectional trading problem with forecast F
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  i   
Proof Since TS needs to ensure that it achieves a competitive ratio of not more than tr
 
 it
needs to spend enough to ensure that ratio under the threat that the adversary drops the exchange
















in the same way as Lemma A of Appendix A gives us the above  
















"   i  n
Proof TS needs to ensure that it achieves the optimal restricted ratio of r
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in the same way as Lemma A of Appendix A gives us the above  


























































However from Lemma 



























Substituting into Equation  and rearranging completes the proof  































































































































































































































































































is maximized when e

is the lowest it can be ie e

! m"%
We may now solve for e
i
 We have two cases




































































































Lemma 	 For the k period unidirectional trading game with the exchange rate bounded by




respectively and given the rst exchange
rate e
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This is maximized when e
k
!M   











 Completing the Analysis
There are two steps left for a complete analysis of TS
 Find the value of  that maximizes the optimal restricted ratio r
 

 Solve for r
 






In this chapter we rst review our contributions We then detail the proposed future work
including a timetable
 Contributions
In Chapter  we extended the analysis of the unidirectional problem we found a closedform
solution for the worst case exchange rate and we also showed that the unidirectional trading
problem is easy the optimal online algorithm does not achieve a competitive ratio that is much
better than the trivial algorithm In Chapter  we presented our main contribution a risk
reward framework for the competitive analysis of online algorithms We dened measures of risk
and reward as well as the concept of a forecast and applied this framework to the skirental
problem In Chapter  we analyzed the unidirectional trading problem within this framework
We suggested a possible forecast and nd an optimal risktolerant algorithm for it
 Proposed Future Work
 Alternative Forecasts
We propose to further analyze the unidirectional problem using forecasts that we feel are typical
of those made by some investors Some possible forecasts are described below
Tighter Bounds In the unidirectional problem we make the assumption that the exchange rate
is bounded m  e
i




or that the true lower bound is m

 m
Low Volatility The maximum daily uctuation is bounded by some constant




j  v that is known to the investor
Support Level The exchange rate   m    M is a support level an exchange rate that
once reached will be a lower bound for all subsequent exchange rates In other words if i
such that e
i
  then j  i e
j
 
Piercing Resistance The exchange rate 

is a resistance level and 
 















We have already provided some numerical solutions for the performance of various algorithms un
der dierent scenarios for the bounds on the exchange rates We propose to expand this empirical
work to also include dierent exchange rate scenarios as well as backtesting the algorithms on
historical data One of the issues involved here is which strategies currently used by traders can
and should be included for comparison
 An Analysis of Hedging using Options
ElYaniv et al  analyze the problem of trading an option by simply regarding an option as an
isolated nancial security see Section  They do not fully consider the interaction between
the options market and the associated cash market This leads to the same analysis for options
as for the original problem of trading dollaryen with the added feature that options allow the
investor to leverage their position Leverage refers to the investor being able to control more
securities than he would normally be able to buy with his initial capital With options this
is accomplished by the fact that the price of an option is usually a fraction of the price of the
underlying security The optimal competitive ratio is then the optimal competitive ratio of TS
multiplied by some appropriate leverage factor
We propose a dierent approach to the use of options in the unidirectional trading problem
As indicated the key to conside is how the options market interacts with the cash market An
option can be viewed as a hedging instrument A hedging instrument is a security that investors
can trade to insure themselves against adverse price movments that might reduce the return
of their trading activities The price of the option can be regarded as an insurance premium

Consider two investors one who can only trade dollaryen the other who can trade dollaryen as
well as options on dollaryen We will then investigate the circumstances under which the second
trader can perform in a competitive sense better than the rst trader This should yield some
insights into the value of an option to a trader The key is to analyze both the exchange rate the
cash market and the option price
We also propose to investigate how the sale of another standard option the put option
can be integrated into the unidirectional problem Consider a trader who is also presented with








 a trader may sell
s
i











yen at the rate x
i






In Section  we showed that the unidirectional trading problem was easy ElYaniv et al 
show that the bidirectional problem is hard see Section  the competitive ratio is exponential
in the number of local maxima and minima exchange rates We propose to study this problem to
see if the riskreward framework allows us to derive meaningful results In particular we want to
characterize the set of forecasts that allow us to dierentiate between dierent online algorithms
 Research Plan
 Complete of the analysis of TS
  Obtain an expression for the minimum achievable restricted ratio r
 

  Provide numerical solutions to the performance of TS versus TS for dierent values
of the exchange rate bounds m andM  the number of traing periods n and the forecast
parameter %
 Analyze at least one other forecast for the unidirectional trading problem
 Perform an empirical study of the algorithms developed
 Analyze the use of call options for hedging
	
Appendix A
Analysis of Trading Strategy 
In this appendix we present our analysis of TS by rst recasting the unidirectional conversion
problem as an optimization problem In particular we show how to obtain a closed form solution
for the worst case exchange rate E We rst argue why we may assume that the exchange rate
is monotonically increasing and if it drops it drops to m and stays there
Lemma A Let E ! he

     e
n
i where m  e
i
 M and denote by rE the competitive ratio
of TS for the exchange rate sequence E Suppose that e
j
is the rst exchange rate in the sequence










     e

k
i be the longest monotonically increasing








!    ! e

n












Proof The oine algorithm makes the same amount of yen for both exchange rate sequence E
and E

since the maximum exchange rate in both cases is e
k
 TS also makes the same amount of
yen for the exchange rate sequences E and E





     e

k
in that order  
Lemma A For all exchange rate sequences E ! he

     e
n





 TS achieves a competitive ratio of rE ! r
 
 so long as it does not run out




 TS does not




Remark A From Lemmas A and A we know that when analyzing TS we need only






     e
k






   ! m for some k in n Also note that the only constraint on TS achieving a competitive
ratio of r
 
is the possibility of it running out of dollars
A Computing s
i




 the minimum amount of dollars that TS needs to convert
to guarantee a competitive ratio of r
 
under the threat of all subsequent exchange rates dropping
to m is characterised in the following Lemma
























Proof From rule  of TS we know that if TS trades in period i then it must trade just enough
to ensure that it achieves the optimal competitive ratio should the exchange rate drop to m and




























Notice that the amount of yen y
i
is simply the amount of yen we had at the end of the previous




























































































by noticing that y
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Notice that by rule  of TS see Section  TS s competitive ratio will always be the worst
case competitive ratio as long as the exchange rate sequence is of the form in Remark A and








 For the adversary to
cause TS to achieve a competitive ratio greater than r
 
 she must make TS spend more dollars
than it has So as a rst step to computing r
 
 we need to nd the exchange rate sequence that
maximizes the amount of dollars spent by TS
Theorem A	 The exchange rate sequence E ! he

     e
n
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if i ! k
A	



























































































































































































































 is maximized when k ! n














































is a monotonically increasing function of k and is maximized when k ! n  

Corollary A The optimal competitive ratio for the unidirectional problem with bounds m and















Proof TS achieves the competitive ratio of r
 












that TS can do is choose r
 











ie the maximum amount




















 The rst time that a forecast has come true for forecasts of the form i such that some condition
comes true
 An instance of an online problem 
 An online problem
A An online algorithm
A
 




The amount of dollars that a trading strategy A will have at the end of trading period T
i
 All
strategies start with an amount d

 For OPT we write A !  We omit A when it is clear
which algorithm is being discussed
E ! he

     e
n
i An exchange rate sequence
E ! he

     e
n
i A worst case exchange rate sequence
e
i
The exchange rate oered in period T
i
 This is the amount of yen per dollar The higher the
the numerical value of the exchange rate the cheaper the yen









 The reward of the risk tolerant algorithm A should the forecast come true We omit











E The competitive ratio of algorithm A for the exchange rate sequence E We omit A when
it is clear which algorithm is being discussed
r
 









 The restricted ratio of the algorithm A which is the competitive ratio
of A restricted to the cases when the forecast is true We omit A when it is clear which
algorithm is being discussed
r
 










 The amount of dollars traded by strategy A in period T
i
 For OPT we write

























 The amount of yen that trading strategy A has at the end of trading period T
i

For OPT we write A !  We omit A when it is clear which algorithm is being discussed

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